Jim: Quality Standards are not just activities added to what we’re already doing. They are a language with which to talk about behavior and expectations for the behavior related to the activities. Jerome White will talk to us about how Quality Services relate to professionalism in region three. Jerome?

Jerome: Yes, thanks, Jim. Challenges happen in every office. Part of being professional is getting the job done and doing it well. In the time of shrinking resources we need to continue developing and maintaining effective working relationships, being supportive to colleagues, continue to create an environment where staff feel they are free to innovate and develop processes that will, in turn, improve customer experience and deliver benefits in an accurate and timely fashion. Here in region three, we started six initiatives here myself and the five county directors were given one project to oversee. The goals of these initiatives were to first, improve the quality of service through identification of best practices. Two, improve communication across offices and build increase cohesiveness. Three, was to improve region three’s business processes that build and promote excellent service delivery. And four was to make responsible decisions based on resourcefulness, empathy, logic, and experience. Five, was to increase the accountability within region three leadership and management, and six was to establish continuity of procedures among all region three offices. All customers should expect to be treated by us in a professional manner. Fair and impartial matter with utmost courtesy and respect. We should strive to deliver Quality Service in accordance with the highest standard of effectiveness, efficiency, and integrity. 
Jim: Last but not least as the expression goes is the Quality Standard of compassion. I think in our line of work this is critical. And it’s the most challenging standard to maintain. That’s why we offer things like Bridges out of Poverty training and promote practices like collaborative coaching. We recognize that exercising compassion is a conscious effort requiring self-awareness and reinforcement. I’ve asked Jeff Zachary to talk about the Quality Standard in his region. Jeff?

Jeff: Thanks, Jim and I certainly agree that compassion is last in the order but it certainly not least. I would say that compassion is basically embedded in our agency. And as far as our division Adult and Family Services it is the essence of who we are. When you look at what we’re trying to do in Adult and Family Services which is to try to help our clients climb out of poverty; we do that with our programs and with referrals to any unmet need that they have that we can’t provide. And so it’s scary for a lot of people that are coming in. And what I would say is that if we do our job with compassion the people that we’re dealing with whether that be a client or a coworker, they don’t see the bureaucracy they see a caring person on the other side of that issue that’s trying to help them. And so that’s what we’re trying to do is to make the bureaucracy invisible. Every day in our job if we’re acting with compassion then we’re truly showing that that person on the other side of that issue has value. What we’ve done in region two to try to recognize all of the Quality Standard is to have listing posts out there where the country director’s and others recognize things that are going on that meet one of the standard, and then we send out a recognition email and I’ve got an example of one that I’ll read to you right now and this was back in October and I’m just going to read through the email as it was sent out to the region two staff. So it says good morning region two AFS, please help me recognize AFS worker Tracy Paris, APS worker Angela Gibson, and OIG agent Scott Whitehead for the Quality Service of safety, compassion, and professionalism. They assisted a client recently that was released from prison. He was living with his mother, but she had passed away, and this person couldn’t speak. His only way of communicating was in writing. He had medical problems and had encountered multiple barriers to being self-sufficient, and he was described as suicidal. So the three division staff they teamed up to help maintain the shelter that he was in and try to get him reconnected back to utilities and to remove some of the stress that he was experiencing. And so at the end, it finishes thank you, Tracy, Angela, and Scott for the outstanding Quality Services you provided. 
Jim: Thank you, Jeff. Finally, please make it a habit to check Quest regularly where you can find help related to the many subjects including Quality Services that AFS staff works with every day. Thank you for your time and important work that you do every day for vulnerable Oklahomans. I want to close by giving Shannon Rios the DHS Performance Outcome Accountability Administrator a chance to share her perspective. Shannon?

Shannon: Thank you, Jim. All of our DHS divisions have now started discussions about Quality Service and are at different stages of improvement efforts. We are working to build an Infonet page for Quality Service where we can share information from all divisions. I hope to have that up and running sometime during the spring of 2016. I agree with Lynn that we’re building on efforts of the past. The behavioral expectations allow us the opportunity to focus on the little things that can add up to a big difference. For example, think about our most frequently asked questions we get from customers and how we answer those questions. I suspect it I asked each one of you I would likely hear that when am I going to get my benefits would be the question you get most often. It may be a one or two-minute conversation that you have but add it up over time something like that can really have an impact when handled according to the Quality Service behavioral expectations. I encourage you to think about this type of frequent opportunity to apply the Quality Service expectations. It is in a lot of ways about sweating the small stuff in many ways and creating a culture of continuous improvement. Listening posts and employee engagement are also key components of this initiative. We’ve designed and will continue to design ways to listen to our different customer groups, and this includes you and often will take the form of employee surveys. So please take the time to provide your feedback when asked or provided that opportunity. These components, as well as any ongoing efforts to improve Quality Service and our behaviors, are also being built into new division-level strategic plans for state fiscal year 2017 and 2018. Additionally, coming soon we’ll be providing to you all peer-to-peer praise cards that are focused on Quality Service, posters, and certificates that you can utilize that are focused on Quality Service as well as updated performance management tools as Jim mentioned. Updated HCM 111s. Quality Service efforts will be built into all the different division level plans because we don’t always pursue a Quality Service initiative it’s not something that we constantly have to work on. What we do is weave it into the fabric of everything that we do so that it takes on a life of its own, and it really exists in all of our current efforts just like it has in the past. Pursuing this model for Quality Service means that we have the potential to impact some important outcomes. If we all abide by the Quality Service expectations, we can improve the quality of our work environment, improve employee engagement, increase job satisfaction, improve employee retention, improve our public image and reduce customer complaints. I sort of challenge you to each think about what is your work world look like if everybody abides by these Quality Service behaviors? Is that a place that you want to go to work? Is that a place where you feel comfortable? Is it a place where you feel safe? When I ask myself, that question the answer to those questions is yes. I really want to work at a place and can imagine what that place looks like thinking about all of us abiding by these Quality Service expectations. And I will just end with one last thought. Remember we are all each other’s customers as well.


